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‘an individual’s character and with those limited 

areas of social life of which he is directly and 

personally aware’

Private troubles

C.Wright Mills



‘an individual’s character and with those limited 

areas of social life of which he is directly and 

personally aware’

Private troubles

Public issues…

An issue is a public matter: values 

cherished by publics are felt to be 

threatened…

C.Wright Mills



Buroway 2004:

We have spent a century building professional knowledge, 

translating common sense into science, so that now, we are 

more than ready to embark on a systematic back-

translation, taking knowledge back to those from whom it 

came, making public issues out of private troubles, and 

thus regenerating sociology’s moral fibre. 



A very personal journey from academia to activism



Going where the air is free...

https://youtu.be/gMtOGXBEDuo
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Academic skillsPublic engagement



#JusticeforLB
1. the joy and engagement







The making of dreams…







#JusticeforLB
2. The reach









#JusticeforLB
3. the blame









#JusticeforLB
4. the process















#JusticeforLB
5. The making of a scandal  









#JusticeforLB
6. The legacy







Bringing it back to learning 

disability research…



Bringing it back to learning 

disability research…

… challenges, dilemmas and what actually makes a difference?



Marginalisation and siloing



Example 1





Example 2
An analysis of learning disability research 

published in Disability and Studies

1994-2013

High: 1997 30% 
Low:  2010 2%  
Average:    10%



Example 2

So what is missing from this body of 

research across 2 decades?  

Family, love, relationships, divorce, mortality 

rates, health and social care staff attitudes, 

intersectionality, experiences of criminal justice 

system, mobilities, homes and housing…



The way forward ‘wish list’

Researchers/advocates to take off learning 

disability/autism lenses and break across silos.

Always work with; self advocates, family members, third 

sector organisations, professionals, anyone and everyone, 

to make research as robust as possible.

Keep working with (as above) when research is complete 

to make sure it hits the spots it needs to hit.

Move discussion beyond academia and dusty journals and 

bring it back to the public. 

Always remember these are public issues not private 

troubles



Final thoughts…

Keep asking ‘why?’

(Evidenced) change and improvement things 

should be at the heart of our work

Be bold, fearless and never accept the 

unacceptable.



Thank you


